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ON INFLUENCE OF FEEDBACK ON HARMONICS
IN MILDLY NONLINEAR ANALOG CIRCUITS
Andrzej Borys
Institute of Telecommunications, Faculty of Telecommunications and Electrical Engineering
University of Technology and Life Sciences (UTP)
ul. Kaliskiego 7, 85-789 Bydgoszcz, Poland
Summary: First, it is shown that applying the linear feedback increases the order of
nonlinearity of the whole mildly nonlinear amplifier in comparison with that characterizing the amplifier without this feedback. Second, the impact of this fact on harmonics, which appear in the feedback amplifier driven by a single complex harmonic
signal, is analyzed in detail. Finally, the associated model of the feedback amplifier
is derived. It is shown that using this model, and only then, it is possible to interpret
correctly the means of harmonic distortion calculations in weakly nonlinear amplifiers proposed by Palumbo and Pennisi in one of their recent papers.
Keywords: harmonic distortion analysis, mildly nonlinear circuits and systems, feedback, influence of feedback on harmonics, Volterra series

1. INTRODUCTION
The fact that feedback reduces nonlinear distortion is always pointed out in papers
on mildly nonlinear circuits or systems, of which structure contains such a (linear) feedback. More precisely, and restricting ourselves here to consideration of only
nonautonomous analog circuits like, for example, weakly nonlinear amplifiers, this is so
expressed: the second and third order harmonic distortion factors or the second and
third order intermodulation distortion factors of these amplifiers are considerably reduced by applying the linear negative feedback in their structures, in comparison to the
structures without feedback. The amount of reduction of the harmonic or intermodulation distortion factors can be calculated from expressions, which can be found in the
literature on these topics. The feedback return ratio and the feedback return difference,
well known quantities in the linear feedback theory [1], play a prominent role in them.
With regard to the context sketched shortly above, the pioneering work done by
Narayanan [2] in this area should be mentioned. The results of his investigations were
published in 1970. Since then numerous papers, and even books, devoted to the analysis
and reducing nonlinear distortion in weakly nonlinear analog circuits and systems,
appeared. Because of their huge number, we will not list all of them here. Amongst
them, we mention only the recent one. It is a paper by Palumbo and Pennisi [3] on the
analysis of high-frequency harmonic distortion in weakly nonlinear feedback amplifi-
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ers. We refer here, in a course of presenting new results, to the method, some expressions, and results published in [3] (of course, we could do this also with regard to others, as for example, to those given by Narayanan [2]).
In all the papers mentioned above, only the advantageous effect of feedback is
emphasized. That is the fact that it reduces nonlinear distortion in a circuit. Two disadvantageous effects of introducing feedback (which are of general nature and occur also
when the negative type of feedback is applied) were not perceived at all. These are the
following:
1. The order of nonlinearity of the whole circuit, that is of the weakly nonlinear circuit
to which a linear feedback was applied, increases.
2. In consequence, new harmonics appear in the circuit containing feedback in comparison with this circuit without feedback when they are driven by a sinusoidal signal.
One of the main objectives of this paper is to explain in detail how and why the
order of nonlinearity of a weakly nonlinear circuit increases after applying to it a linear
feedback, and what is the mechanism of appearance of additional harmonics in the latter
circuit.

2. INCREASE OF ORDER OF NONLINEARITY BY INTRODUCING
LINEAR FEEDBACK
Consider a weakly nonlinear amplifier as shown in Fig. 1(a). Let its input-output
characteristic be described by a nonlinear operator H.

xi

(a)

(b)

xs

+

H

xi
_
xf

xo

H

xo

K

Fig. 1. Weakly nonlinear amplifier: (a) in configuration without feedback, (b) in closed-loop
configuration containing linear feedback
Rys. 1. Nieliniowy wzmacniacz (z małymi nieliniowościami): (a) bez sprzężenia zwrotnego,
(b) w pętli z liniowym sprzężeniem zwrotnym

When a linear feedback represented by a block K is applied to this amplifier, we
get a closed-loop configuration illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
In Fig. 1(a), the input and output signals xi and xo , respectively, of a continuous
time t are related to each other through the operator H as

xo ( t ) = H ( xi ( t ) ) or shortly xo = H ( xi ) .

(1)
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In the feedback configuration of Fig. 1(b), we have two additional equations
and

xi = xs − x f

(2a)

x f = K ( xo )

(2b)

where now the input signal to the whole amplifier is denoted by xs . Moreover, x f
means the feedback return signal supplied to the input of amplifier H by the linear feedback block K. The input-output characteristic of this block is described by a linear operator K.
Substituting (2a) and (2b) into (1) gives
xo = H ( xs − K ( xo ) ) .

(3)

Equation (3) is obviously an implicit form of the input-output characteristic of the
whole (feedback) amplifier. The task is to find its explicit form that is an operator H f
defined as

xo = H f ( xs ) .

(4)

Now, to understand better the problem of increase of the order of nonlinearity in
the closed-loop, we consider first a weakly nonlinear amplifier in Fig. 1(b) of which
both the components: the open-loop amplifier H and the linear feedback block K are
frequency independent. Furthermore, assume that the amplifier H is described exactly
by a third order polynomial. That is its description (exact) is in the form
xo = H ( xi ) =a1 xi + a2 xi2 + a3 xi3

(5)

where the coefficients a1 , a2 , and a3 are real numbers. This means that the nonlinearity of the open-loop amplifier is of the third order.
Note that the above assumptions allow us to assume that the behavior of the operator H f can be also described in form of a polynomial. However, we cannot assume
a’priori that it will be a polynomial of the third degree (order), too. We must assume,
generally, an infinite power series what will be evident from the course of further derivations. That is
xo = H f ( xs ) =a1 f xs + a2 f xs2 + a3 f xs3 + a4 f xs4 + a5 f xs5 + ...

(6)

where the coefficients a1 f , a2 f , a3 f , a4 f , a5 f , and so on are real numbers with the
letter “f “ in their subscripts standing for “feedback”. Moreover, rewrite (2b) for a frequency independent linear feedback as

x f = k ⋅ xo
where k is a real number.
Using the description (5) for H and substituting (6) and (7) into (3), we obtain

(7)
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a1 f xs + a2 f xs2 + a3 f xs3 + a4 f xs4 + a5 f xs5 + .. =

(
)
2
+ a2  xs − k ( a1 f xs + a2 f xs2 + a3 f xs3 + a4 f xs4 + a5 f xs5 + ..)  +


3
+ a3  xs − k ( a1 f xs + a2 f xs2 + a3 f xs3 + a4 f xs4 + a5 f xs5 + ..)  .


= a1  xs − k a1 f xs + a2 f xs2 + a3 f xs3 + a4 f xs4 + a5 f xs5 + ..  +



(8)

Then, equating to each other the expressions of the same order (degree) – that is such which
contain the same power of the variable xs – on both sides of (8), we get successively

(

a1 f xs = a1 xs − ka1 f xs

)

(9a)

(
)
3
a3 f xs3 = − a1ka3 f xs3 − 2a2 ( xs − ka1 f xs ) ka2 f xs2 + a3 ( xs − ka1 f xs )
a4 f xs4 = − a1ka4 f xs4 − 2 a2 ( xs − ka1 f xs ) ka3 f xs3 +
2
2
+ a2 ( ka2 f xs2 ) − 3a3 ( xs − ka1 f xs ) ka2 f xs2
a5 f xs5 = −a1ka5 f xs5 − 2a2 ( xs − ka1 f xs ) ka4 f xs4 + 2a2 k 2 a2 f a3 f xs5 +
2
2
+3a3 ( xs − ka1 f xs ) ( ka2 f xs2 ) − 3a3 ( xs − ka1 f xs ) ka3 f xs3
a2 f xs2 = − a1ka2 f xs2 + a2 xs − ka1 f xs

2

(9b)
(9c)
(9d)

(9e)

and so on. From these equations, after eliminating xs and performing a number of algebraic manipulations, we obtain
a1
a1 f =
(10a)
1 + ka1
a2 f =
a3 f =
a4 f
a5 f

a2

(10b)

(1 + ka1 )3
a3

−

2 a2 2 k

(1 + ka1 )4 (1 + ka1 )5
a a k ( 5 + 3ka1 )
5 a23 k 2
=
− 2 3
(1 + ka1 )6
(1 + ka1 )7
2
2
3a32 k
14a2 4 k 3 a2 a3 k ( 21 + 6 ka1 )
=−
+
−
(1 + ka1 )8
(1 + ka1 )9
(1 + ka1 )7

(10c)
(10d)
(10e)

and so on.
Note from (10d) and (10e) that the coefficients a4 f and a5 f are, generally, nonzero. The same regards also the further coefficients a6 f , a7 f , and so on, in the expansion (6). So really the degree (order) of the polynomial describing an amplifier after
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adding to it a linear feedback is different from that describing the same amplifier but
without feedback. It changed here from three in (5) to infinity in (6).
So the conclusion is that the linear feedback has an influence upon the order of
nonlinearity that is incorporated in the amplifier’s closed-loop description. Furthermore,
observe that if the amplifier’s open-loop description as (5) would be in form of an infinite power series we did not see the above effect. Probably of this reason, this effect
was not perceived before.
At this point, we pay also the reader’s attention to the fact that the radius of convergence
of the (finite) power series (5) is infinite, and it does not mean that the same holds for the (infinite) power series (6), too. Probably, the latter has a finite radius of convergence and it must be
found. From the form of expressions (10a-e), we see that it is not a simple task.
A more general case of a weakly nonlinear amplifier in Fig. 1(b), of which both the
components: the open-loop amplifier H and the linear feedback block K are frequency dependent, is also, as we will see, more cumbersome. Assume then that the amplifier H is
described (in the time domain) by a Volterra series [4, 5] consisting of only first three components. That is its description (exact) will be, analogously to (5), in the following form
1
2
3
xo ( t ) = H ( xi ( t ) ) = xo( ) (t ) + xo( ) (t ) + xo( ) (t ) =

⋅xi (t −τ1) xi (t −τ 2 )dτ1dτ 2 +

∞ ∞ ∞

(3)

∫ ∫ ∫h

∞

∫

−∞

∞ ∞

h(1) (τ ) xi (t −τ )dτ + + ∫

(2)

∫h

(τ1,τ 2 ) ⋅

−∞ −∞

(11)

(τ1,τ 2 ,τ3 ) xi (t −τ1)xi (t −τ 2 ) xi (t −τ 3 )dτ1dτ 2dτ3 .

−∞ −∞ −∞

1
3
2
The terms xo( ) (t ) , xo( ) (t ) , and xo( ) (t ) in (11), which are the respective components of

xo (t ) , we call the amplifier partial responses of the first, second, and third order, re-

spectively. This order is with respect to a variable representing the signal (here, in (11),
1
2
2
x ). Furthermore, by h( ) t , h( ) t , t , and h( ) t , t , t we denote, respectively,

()

i

( 1 2)

(1

2 3

)

the first (linear), second, and third order, nonlinear impulse responses of the amplifier
without feedback.
The equivalent of (6) will be now an infinite Volterra series as
1
2
3
4
5
xo ( t ) = H f ( xs ( t ) ) = xo( ) (t ) + xo( ) (t ) + xo( ) (t ) + xo( ) (t ) + xo( ) (t ) + ... =

=
+
+
+

∞

∫

(1)
h f (τ ) xs (t − τ )dτ +

−∞
∞ ∞ ∞

∞ ∞

( 2 ) (τ ,τ )x (t − τ ) x (t − τ )dτ dτ +
1 2 s
1 s
2
1 2

∫ ∫ hf

−∞ −∞

3

( 3) (τ ,τ ,τ )  Π
xs (t − τ k )dτ k  +
1 2 3 
 k =1


∫ ∫ ∫ hf

−∞ −∞ −∞
∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

4

( 4 ) (τ ,τ ,τ ,τ )  Π
xs (t − τ k )dτ k  +
1 2 3 4 
k
1
=



∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ hf

−∞ −∞ −∞ −∞
∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

5

( 5) (τ ,τ ,τ ,τ ,τ )  Π
xs (t − τ k )dτ k  + ... .
1 2 3 4 5 
 k =1


∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ hf

−∞ −∞ −∞ −∞ −∞

(12)

10
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And the equivalent of (7) will be the linear convolution having the form
x f ( t ) = K ( xo ( t ) ) =

∞

∫ k (τ ) xo ( t − τ ) dτ

.

(13)

−∞

In (12) and (13), the letter “f “ in subscripts stands, as before, for “feedback”. Further(1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
more, h f ( t ) , h f ( t1 , t2 ) , h f ( t1 , t2 , t3 ) , h f ( t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 ) , h f ( t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 ) , and
so on are, respectively, the first (linear), second, third, fourth, fifth order, and next orders, nonlinear impulse responses of the feedback amplifier. Moreover, the function
k ( t ) in (13) is the (linear) impulse response of the now frequency dependent block K
in Fig. 1(b).
Substituting xo and x f given by (12) and (13), respectively, into (3), and using
also in (3) the formula (11) for the operator H, we get an equivalent of (8) for this far
more complicated case with the amplifier and feedback in Fig. 1(b) being frequency
dependent. In the next step, we proceed with the resulting equation similarly as before.
That is we equate to each other expressions of the same order (degree) occurring on its
both sides. More precisely, we equate expressions in which the number of appearances
of the variable xs is the same. As a result, we get the equivalent of equations (9a-e).
Further procedure leading to getting the equivalents of (10a-e) is quite involved
because of occurrence of a huge number of multidimensional integrals in equivalents of
(9a-e). In such situations, the method usually used, which is dated back to the appearance of the work [2], is carrying out the transformation of equations to the frequency
domain by the use of the multidimensional Fourier (or Laplace) transforms. In consequence, one obtains the nonlinear transfer functions of a mildly nonlinear circuit. In the
case of calculation of nonlinear transfer functions of the fourth or fifth order, and of
next orders, for a circuit of Fig. 1(b), it is needed to carry out a huge number of algebraic manipulations to get the final results. The higher the order, the larger is the number of manipulations.
We will not do this here (details of these calculations will be eventually published
later). The important for us here is one result that follows from these calculations. That
is, similarly as in the case of (10a-e), we get (generally) nonzero nonlinear transfer
functions of the fourth, fifth, and of higher orders for the circuit in Fig. 1(b). And finally, it follows from the latter that the nonlinear impulse responses related with them
(through the inverse transforms) are nonzero functions, too.
So the conclusions, which can be drawn from the above, are similar to those presented a while before for the structure of Fig. 1(b) considered to be purely frequency
independent. First, the Volterra series describing a mildly nonlinear amplifier after
adding to it a linear feedback (with memory) has a different number of components
from that describing the same amplifier but without feedback. This number changed
here from three in (11) to infinity in (12).
Second, which is related to the previous conclusion, we observe that the linear
feedback (with memory) has an influence upon the order of nonlinearity that is represented in the amplifier’s closed-loop description by a Volterra series through the highest partial response in it. Furthermore, observe that if the amplifier’s open-loop description as (11) would be in form of a Volterra series containing the infinite number of
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components, we did not see the above effect. Probably of this reason, this effect was not
reported in the literature up to now.

3. FEEDBACK AND POWER SERIES-LIKE MODEL OF WEAKLY
NONLINEAR AMPLIFIER WITH MEMORY
In [3], Palumbo and Pennisi have developed a power series-like model for weakly
nonlinear amplifiers with memory in configuration (without feedback) of Fig. 1(a). It
has the following form

xo = a1 ( jω ) xi + a2 ( jω ) xi2 + a3 ( jω ) xi3

(14)

in the notation of [3]. In (14), ω = 2π f means the angular frequency with f denoting
the usual frequency variable. Moreover, j = −1 and the frequency-dependent coefficients a1 ( jω ) , a2 ( jω ) , and a3 ( jω ) are the coefficients in this (truncated) power
series-like description of a mildly nonlinear amplifier with memory.
One thing is very important of which we must be aware when applying the model
given by (14). This is the fact that it is valid only for input signals of the form
xi ( t ) = Ai exp ( jω t )

(15)

where Ai is a real number and means the amplitude of this complex harmonic signal. In
other words, (14) does not represent a Volterra series valid for any input signal, but
only for such that having the form xi ( t ) = Ai exp ( jω t ) .
The above is evident from the derivation of (14) which can be done by substituting
xi ( t ) given by (15) into the finite Volterra series consisting of only first three components (such as that in (11)) and performing next the needed operations in it, as shown in
the following
xo ( t ) =

∞

∫

h(1) (τ ) Ai exp ( jω(t − τ ) ) dτ +

−∞

⋅ exp ( jω (t − τ 2 ) ) dτ1dτ 2 +

∞ ∞

(2)

∫ ∫h

(τ1,τ 2 )A2 exp ( jω (t − τ1 ) ) ⋅
i

−∞ −∞
∞ ∞ ∞

(3)

∫ ∫ ∫h

(τ1,τ 2 ,τ 3 )A3 exp ( jω (t − τ1 ) ) exp ( jω(t − τ 2 ) ) ⋅
i

−∞ −∞ −∞

⋅ exp ( jω(t − τ 3 ) ) dτ1dτ 2 dτ 3 = Ai exp ( jωt )

∞

(1)

∫h

(τ ) exp ( − jωτ ) ) dτ + A2 exp ( j 2ωt ) ⋅ (16)
i

−∞
∞ ∞

⋅∫

∫

−∞ −∞

h(2) (τ1,τ 2 ) exp ( − jω(τ1 + τ 2 ) ) dτ1dτ 2 + A3 exp ( j3ωt )

⋅ exp ( − j3ω(τ1 + τ 2 + τ 3 ) ) dτ1dτ 2 dτ 3 .

i

∞ ∞ ∞

(3)

∫ ∫ ∫h

(τ1,τ 2 ,τ 3 ) ⋅

−∞ −∞ −∞

Applying in (16) the notion of n-dimensional Fourier transforms [5], here for n = 1, 2 or 3,
and choosing the same frequency point f at each dimension, we arrive finally at
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1
xo ( t ) = H ( ) ( f ) Ai exp ( j 2π ft ) +
2
+ H ( ) ( f , f ) A2 exp ( j 2π 2 ft ) +

(17)

i

2
+ H ( ) ( f , f , f ) A3 exp ( j 2π 3 ft )
i

1
2
3
where H ( ) ( f ) , H ( ) ( f , f ) , and H ( ) ( f , f , f

tioned above) of h

(1)

(t ) ,

h

( 2)

( t1 , t2 ) ,

and h

)

( 3)

denote the Fourier transforms (men-

( t1 , t2 , t3 ) ,

respectively, at the same

1
frequency point f chosen at each dimension. At this point, note also that H ( ) ( f ) ,

3
2
H ( ) ( f , f ) , and H ( ) ( f , f , f

)

are called the circuit nonlinear transfer functions of

the first (linear one), of the second, and of the third order, accordingly. Furthermore,
f = ω ( 2π ) in (17).
1
Observe that (17) is identical with (14) when we identify a1 ( jω ) with H ( ) ( f ) ,

2
3
a2 ( jω ) with H ( ) ( f , f ) , and a3 ( jω ) with H ( ) ( f , f , f ) .

In this paper, we call shortly the signal of the form given by (15) a harmonic at
frequency ω (or equivalently f ). From (17), we see that an amplifier in the structure of
Fig. 1(a), having the description given by (11), and driven by a single harmonic at frequency f has three (and only three) harmonics, at frequencies f, 2f, and 3f, at its output.
Observe that this number is identical with the number of components in the finite
Volterra series (11). Moreover, the number three staying at 3f (at the highest frequency
of these harmonics) is equal to the order of nonlinearity incorporated in the amplifier
description (identical with the highest order among partial responses in the Volterra
series).
Note now that we have a quite different situation when the linear feedback (with
memory) as in Fig. 1(b) is applied to the amplifier characterized above. Then, we must
use for the whole amplifier, as shown in the previous section, an infinite Volterra series
of the form (12). And it is clear from the derivation underlying (17) that, in this case,
after substituting into (12) the input signal denoted now as
xs ( t ) = As exp ( jω t )

(18)

where As is a real number and means the amplitude of this harmonic signal, and performing afterwards the needed operations in it, we get finally an equivalent of (17) as

(1)
( 2)
xo ( t ) = H f ( f ) As exp ( j 2π ft ) + H f ( f , f ) As2 exp ( j 2π 2 ft ) +
( 3)
( 4)
+ H f ( f , f , f ) As3 exp ( j 2π 3 ft ) + H f ( f , f , f , f ) As4 exp ( j 2π 4 ft ) +
(5)
+ H f ( f , f , f , f , f ) As5 exp ( j 2π 5 ft ) + ... .

(19)
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(19),

similarly

as

before,

(1)
Hf ( f ),

( 2)
Hf ( f, f ),

13

( 3)
Hf (f, f, f ),

(5)
( 4)
H f ( f , f , f , f ) , H f ( f , f , f , f , f ) , and so on are, respectively, the Fourier trans(1)
( 4)
(2)
( 5)
( 3)
forms of h f ( t ) , h f ( t1 , t2 ) , h f ( t1 , t2 , t3 ) , h f ( t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 ) , h f ( t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 ) ,
and of the next nonlinear impulse responses. They are calculated here at the same frequency point f chosen at each dimension. Furthermore, these functions are called the
nonlinear transfer functions of the corresponding orders of the feedback amplifier.
Observe from (19) that, opposite to the previous case, we have at the output of the
same amplifier, which is put now into the feedback structure of Fig. 1(b), an infinite
number of harmonics, having frequencies f, 2f, 3f, 4f, 5f, and so on. Note further that
this infinite number of harmonics corresponds with the infinite number of components
in the Volterra series (12). This (infinite) number is equal to the order of nonlinearity
incorporated in the description (12) (i.e. identical with the highest order of the partial
response in the Volterra series which is here infinite).

4. RESCUE FOR PALUMBO AND PENNISI’S MEANS OF MODELING
WEAKLY NONLINEAR FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS
It follows evidently from the results of the previous two sections that the power
series-like model for weakly nonlinear amplifiers expressed by (14) cannot be applied
to study the feedback structure of Fig. 1(b). More precisely:
1. It is not a proper model for the whole circuit with feedback as represented by
Fig. 1(b). Then, as we have shown, expression (19) must be used instead of (17)
(which is identical with (14)).
2. It is not also a proper model for modeling the input-output behavior of the weakly
nonlinear amplifier H in Fig. 1(b) because the input signal at its input is now a sum
of an infinite number of harmonics (not a single harmonic of the form
xi ( t ) = Ai exp ( j 2π ft ) ).
Nevertheless, it has been used in the above context in an approach developed by
Palumbo and Pennisi in [3] for calculation of harmonic distortion in weakly nonlinear
feedback amplifiers. See equations: (15) in [3] and (10) in [6] – with regard to point 1,
and equations: (17) in [3] and (A3) in [6] – with regard to point 2, for example.
We derive here a model that enables to obtain correctly the results presented by
Palumbo and Pennisi in [3]. It is an associated model incorporating some simplifications with regard to the original formulation. So, for that reason, it can lead to results
that are not necessarily identical with those one gets with the use of the original model.
And, concluding, the approach from [3] for feedback amplifier should be perceived
similarly.
To achieve our goal mentioned above, we proceed now in the following way:
First, we postulate the form as shown in Fig. 2 for an associated model we look for.
Then, we check whether it really describes correctly the results presented by Palumbo
and Pennisi in [3].
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xs

+

xia
_

H

xoa

xof

F
f 2f 3f

xfa
K
Fig. 2. Associated model of weakly nonlinear amplifier in closed-loop configuration
containing linear feedback
Rys. 2. Stowarzyszony model nieliniowego wzmacniacza w pętli z liniowym sprzężeniem
zwrotnym

In Fig. 2, an ideal filter F plays a role of a filter that allows only the harmonics at
frequencies f, 2f, and 3f at the output of H to pass to the output of the whole amplifier. It
fully rejects all the other harmonics. In consequence, under the assumption of the input
signal to the whole amplifier xs being given by (18), we get such a situation in the loop
of Fig. 2 that the signals xia , xof , and x fa contain exclusively harmonics of the frequencies f, 2f, and 3f. Other harmonics occur in the circuit of Fig. 2 only at the output of
the amplifier H. That is they are components of the signal xoa (besides the harmonics
at frequencies f, 2f, and 3f).
It follows from the above and the results of previous sections that the signals xia ,

xoa , and x fa in the associated model of Fig. 2 are not identical with the corresponding
signals xi , xo , and x f of the original model of Fig. 1(b). For that reason, we use an
additional letter “a” in their subscript notation. Of course, this additional letter should
be also put at the subscript of the symbol of filter F output signal occurring in Fig. 2.
However, that more consistent notation xofa has been abbreviated in this case to xof ,
to avoid too long subscripts, and in such a form is used in the paper.
Observe now that the signal xia , as containing three harmonics, can be expressed
in the following way
xia ( t ) = A1i exp ( j 2π ft ) + A2i exp ( j 2π 2 ft ) + A3i exp ( j 2π 3 ft )

(20)

where A1i , A2i , and A3i are real numbers and mean the amplitudes of the corresponding harmonics at frequencies f, 2f, and 3f, respectively.
As we already know the form given by (14) for a power series-like model cannot
be used to model the amplifier H in Fig. 1(b) or in Fig. 2. Remember that it is so because (14) is valid only for input signals being single harmonics. Extension of applicability of the power series-like model is however possible. We do this by finding each
time its specific form, for a particular input signal. So, for H in the original model of
Fig. 1(b), a counterpart of (14) must be derived assuming the input signal in form of an
infinite sum of harmonics at frequencies f, 2f, 3f, 4f, 5f, and so on. Further, in the case
of H in the associated model of Fig. 2, the situation is simpler in comparison with the
latter. Then, we have to consider in the calculations the input signal consisting of only
three harmonics (at frequencies f, 2f, and 3f) as in (20).
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Now, we will derive a power series-like formula regarding the latter case. To this
end, we use a specific form of the Volterra series that enables to express its components
(partial responses) through the circuit nonlinear transfer functions – for more details see
[5]). So applying it to the series (11), we get the following expressions for its components:
xo( ) ( t ) =
1

∞

∫

1
H ( ) ( f1 ) X i ( f1 ) exp( j 2π f1t ) df1

(21a)

−∞

2
xo( ) ( t ) =

∞ ∞

∫ ∫

2
H ( ) ( f1 , f 2 ) X i ( f1 ) X i ( f 2 ) exp( j 2π ( f1t + f 2t ))df1df 2

(21b)

−∞ −∞
3
xo( ) ( t ) =

∞ ∞ ∞

∫ ∫ ∫

3
H ( ) ( f1 , f 2 , f3 ) X i ( f1 ) X i ( f 2 ) ⋅

−∞ −∞ −∞

(21c)

⋅ X i ( f3 ) exp( j 2π ( f1t + f 2t + f3t ))df1df 2 df3

where X i ( f x ) , x = 1, 2, 3, means the Fourier transform of the input signal, and the sets
of frequency variables:

{ f1} , { f1 , f 2 } , and { f1 , f 2 , f3 }

occurring in (21a), (21b), and

(21c), respectively, form the corresponding one-, two-, and three-dimensional frequency spaces.
The Fourier transform of the input signal to the amplifier H in Fig. 2 is given by
X ia ( f x ) = A1iδ ( f x − f ) + A2iδ ( f x − 2 f ) + A3iδ ( f x − 3 f )

(22)

where δ means the Dirac impulse and fx is the current frequency in the Fourier transform.
Specializing the general expressions (21a), (21b), and (21c) to the case of H in the
structure of Fig. 2 means introduction in them X ia ( f x ) instead of X i ( f x ) , and adding
1
3
2
the letter “a” at the subscripts by xo( ) ( t ) , xo( ) ( t ) , and xo( ) ( t ) . Carrying out after-

wards the standard algebraic manipulations, exploiting the sifting property of the Dirac
impulse and using the symmetric nonlinear transfer functions in them, we get finally

(1) t = H (1) f A exp( j 2π ft ) + H (1) 2 f ⋅
xoa
()
( ) 1i
( )
1
⋅ A2i exp( j 2π 2 ft ) + H ( ) ( 3 f ) A3i exp( j 2π 3 ft )

(23a)

( 2 ) t = H ( 2 ) f , f A2 exp( j 2π 2 ft ) + 2 H ( 2 ) f , 2 f ⋅
xoa
()
( ) 1i
(
)
2
⋅ A1i A2i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) +  2 H ( ) ( f ,3 f ) A1i A3i exp( j 2π 4 ft ) +

(23b)
2
2
+ H ( ) ( 2 f , 2 f ) A22i exp( j 2π 4 ft )  + 2 H ( ) ( 2 f ,3 f ) A2i A3i exp( j 2π 5 ft ) +

2
+ H ( ) 3 f ,3 f A2 exp( j 2π 6 ft )

(

)

3i
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( 3) t = H ( 3) f , f , f A3 exp( j 2π 3 ft ) + 3H ( 3) f , f , 2 f A2 A exp( j 2π 4 ft ) +
xoa
()
(
) 1i
(
) 1i 2i
3
3
+ 3H ( ) ( f , f ,3 f ) A12i A3i exp( j 2π 5 ft ) + 3H ( ) ( f , 2 f , 2 f ) ⋅

3
⋅ A1i A22i exp( j 2π 5 ft )  +  6 H ( ) ( f , 2 f ,3 f ) A1i A2i A3i exp( j 2π 6 ft ) +
 

(23c)

3
3
+ H ( ) ( 2 f , 2 f , 2 f ) A23i exp( j 2π 6 ft )  + 3H ( ) ( f ,3 f ,3 f ) A1i A32i exp( j 2π 7 ft ) +
 
3
3
+ 3H ( ) ( 2 f , 2 f ,3 f ) A22i A3i exp( j 2π 7 ft ) + 3H ( ) ( 2 f ,3 f ,3 f ) ⋅

3
⋅ A A2 exp( j 2π 8 ft ) + H ( ) 3 f ,3 f ,3 f A3 exp( j 2π 9 ft ) .

(

2i 3i

)

3i

Denoting the components of xia ( t ) in (20) as x1i ( t ) = A1i exp ( j 2π ft ) ,

x2i ( t ) = A2i exp ( j 2π 2 ft ) , and x3i ( t ) = A3i exp ( j 2π 3 ft ) , respectively, applying

them afterwards in (23a), (23b), and (23c), and summing the partial responses, we obtain the following
xoa = a1 ( jω ) x1i + a2 ( jω ) x2i + a3 ( jω ) x3i + a11 ( jω ) x12i + 2a12 ( jω ) x1i x2i
+  2a13 ( jω ) x1i x3i + a22 ( jω ) x22i  + 2a23 ( jω ) x2i x3i + a33 ( jω ) x32i +


(24)

+ a111 ( jω ) x13i + 3a112 ( jω ) x12i x2i + ...... + a333 ( jω ) x13i

where the expressions describing the coefficients in the resulting multivariate polynomial
can be easily determined by comparison of (24) with (23a), (23b) or (23c). So we have
1
1
1
2
a jω = H ( ) f , a jω = H ( ) 2 f , a jω = H ( ) 3 f , a jω = H ( ) f , f ,
1

(

)

( )

2

( )

( )

3

( )

( )

11

(

)

(

)

2
2
2
a12 ( jω ) = 2 H ( ) ( f , 2 f ) , a13 ( jω ) = 2 H ( ) ( f ,3 f ) , .… , a33 ( jω ) = H ( ) ( 3 f ,3 f ) ,
3
3
3
a111 ( jω ) = H ( ) ( f , f , f ) , a112 ( jω ) = 3H ( ) ( f , f ,2 f ) , … , a333 ( jω ) = H ( ) ( 3 f ,3 f ,3 f ) .
(By the way, note that the principle of indexing the coefficients of the multivariate
polynomial in (24) is a little bit different than that used in (14).)
Expression (24) is a direct counterpart of (14) for correct modeling the inputoutput behavior of the amplifier H in the associated model of Fig. 2. We see however
that it is much more complicated than (14), and thereby very heavy to use. So we resign
from this form in further derivations. In what follows, we prefer to use the other form of
the power series-like model that is summarized in equations (23a-c).
Note now that for the structure of Fig. 2 we can write the following two equations
(in the operator form)
(25a)
x fa = xs − xia

and
x fa = KFHxia

(25b)

where F stands for the mapping which is carried out by the ideal filter F of Fig. 2, according to the rule described beneath this figure.
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Using (25a) in (25b), we get
xs − xia = KFHxia = KFxoa .

(26)

Further, knowing that the signal xoa ( t ) = ( Hxia ) ( t ) at the output of the amplifier H in

(1) (t ) + x( 2 ) (t ) + x( 3) (t ) with its components given by (23a-c),
Fig. 2 is equal to the sum xoa
oa
oa
and applying to it the filtering rule of the filter F, we arrive for the signal ( Fxoa ) ( t ) at

( Fxoa ) ( t ) = H (1) ( f ) A1i exp( j 2π ft ) + H (1) ( 2 f ) A2i exp( j 2π 2 ft ) +
1
2
2
+ H ( ) ( 3 f ) A3i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) + H ( ) ( f , f ) A12i exp( j 2π 2 ft ) + 2H ( ) ( f , 2 f ) ⋅

(27)

3
⋅ A1i A2i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) + H ( ) ( f , f , f ) A13i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) .

The linear feedback block K (as a linear circuit with memory) transfers the signal (27)
to its output according to the following formula

( KFxoa ) ( t ) = K ( f ) H (1) ( f ) A1i exp( j 2π ft ) + K ( 2 f ) H (1) ( 2 f )
1
⋅ A2i exp( j 2π 2 ft ) + K ( 3 f ) H ( ) ( 3 f ) A3i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) + K ( 2 f ) ⋅

(28)

2
2
⋅H ( ) ( f , f ) A12i exp( j 2π 2 ft ) + 2 K ( 3 f ) H ( ) ( f , 2 f ) A1i A2i ⋅
3
⋅ exp( j 2π 3 ft ) + K ( 3 f ) H ( ) ( f , f , f ) A13i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) .

K ( f x ) on the right-hand side of (28) means the transfer function of the linear feedback

block K, calculated at the corresponding frequencies f x = f , 2 f or 3 f .
Introducing (18), (20), and (28) into (26) gives
As exp ( j 2π ft ) − A1i exp ( j 2π ft ) − A2i exp ( j 2π 2 ft ) − A3i exp ( j 2π 3 ft ) =
1
1
= K ( f ) H ( ) ( f ) A1i exp( j 2π ft ) + K ( 2 f ) H ( ) ( 2 f ) A2i exp( j 2π 2 ft ) + K ( 3 f ) ⋅

(29)

1
2
⋅H ( ) ( 3 f ) A3i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) + K ( 2 f ) H ( ) ( f , f ) ⋅ A12i exp( j 2π 2 ft ) +
2
3
+2 K ( 3 f ) H ( ) ( f , 2 f ) A1i A2i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) + K ( 3 f ) H ( ) ( f , f , f ) A13i exp( j 2π 3 ft ) .

The next step is to equate to each other the expressions staying by the exponents of the
same frequency on both sides of (29). As a result, we get
1
As − A1i = K ( f ) H ( ) ( f ) A1i

(30a)

1
2
− A2i = K ( 2 f ) H ( ) ( 2 f ) A2i + K ( 2 f ) H ( ) ( f , f ) A12i

(30b)

1
− A3i = K ( 3 f ) H ( ) ( 3 f ) A3i + 2 K ( 3 f ) ⋅
2
3
⋅H ( ) ( f , 2 f ) A1i A2i + K ( 3 f ) H ( ) ( f , f , f ) A13i .

(30c)
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Now, solving (30a) for A1i , afterwards solving (30b) for A2i and using A1i from the
previous step, and finally solving (30c) for A3i and using A1i and A2i from the previous two steps, we obtain successively
A1i =

A2i =

A3i =

As

(31a)

1
1+ K ( f ) H ( ) ( f )

2
− K ( 2 f ) H ( ) ( f , f ) As2

1 + K ( 2 f ) H (1) ( 2 f )  1 + K ( f ) H (1) ( f ) 

 


K ( 3 f ) As3
1 + K ( 3 f ) H (1) ( 3 f )  1 + K ( f ) H (1) ( f ) 

 


2

(31b)

2

⋅
(31c)



2
2
2H ( ) ( f , f ) K ( 2 f ) H ( ) ( f , 2 f ) 
 ( 3)
⋅ − H ( f , f , f ) +
.
1 + K ( 2 f ) H (1) ( 2 f ) 







Having the expressions determining the amplitudes A1i , A2i , and A3i as the functions of the amplitude As , we can eliminate them from (27). This leads to
xof ( t ) = ( Fxoa ) ( t ) = a1 f ( j 2π f ) As exp( j 2π ft ) +
+ a2 f ( j 2π 2 f ) As2 exp( j 2π 2 ft ) + a3 f ( j 2π 3 f ) As3 exp( j 2π 3 ft )

with the functions a1 f

( j 2π f ) ,
a1 f

a2 f ( j 2π f ) =

a3 f

( j 2π f ) =

a2 f

( j 2π f ) , and

a3 f

( j 2π f )

given by

1
H( ) ( f )
( j 2π f ) =
1
1+ K ( f ) H ( ) ( f )

(33a)

H ( 2) ( f , f )
1 + K ( f ) H


(1)

( f )

2

1 + K ( 2 f ) H


(33b)
(1)

( 2 f )

3
H( ) ( f , f , f )
3

(32)

1 + K ( f ) H (1) ( f )  1 + K ( 3 f ) H (1) ( 3 f ) 

 



1
( 2)
( 2)
K (2 f ) H ( ) (2 f ) 
 2H ( f , f ) H ( f , 2 f )
⋅ 1 −
⋅
.
1
3
H ( ) ( 2 f ) H ( ) ( f , f , f ) 1 + K ( 2 f ) H (1) ( 2 f )  


 


⋅

(33c)
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Note now that introducing in (33a-c) the following notation for the nonlinear
1
2
3
transfer functions: H ( ) ( f ) = a1 ( j 2π f ) , H ( ) ( f , f ) = a2 ( j 2π f ) , and H ( ) ( f , f , f ) =

= a3 ( j 2π f ) we get the expressions identical with those given in [3] for the so-called

closed-loop nonlinear coefficients. Therefore, we conclude that (32) is identical with
the corresponding power series-like description for the whole amplifier that has been
used in [3] (see equation (15) in [3]). And this ends the proof of the statement that the
proper model for the results presented by Palumbo and Pennisi [3] for the feedback
amplifier is the associated model in Fig. 2.
(On the occasion, we put the reader’s attention to the fact that a small correction is
2
2
needed in equation (19) in [3] because, generally, H ( ) f , f ≠ H ( ) f , 2 f .)

(

)

(

)

In summary, having in mind the results of this and of the previous section, we can
say that the means of calculation of harmonic distortion in weakly nonlinear feedback
amplifies developed in [3] relies upon the approximation of the original model in Fig.
1(b) by the associated model in Fig.2. It is assumed that writing
xof ( t ) = ( Fxoa ) ( t ) ≅ xo ( t )

(34)

makes sense. The validity of (34) has been checked in [3] by carrying out calculations
for some CMOS amplifiers and their comparison with the results of exact simulations.
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O WPŁYWIE SPRZĘŻENIA ZWROTNEGO NA SKŁADOWE
HARMONICZNE W UKŁADACH ANALOGOWYCH
Z MAŁYMI NIELINIOWOŚCIAMI
Streszczenie
W pracy pokazano, że zastosowanie liniowego sprzężenia zwrotnego w układzie wzmacniacza analogowego pracującego w zakresie tzw. małych nieliniowości
powoduje zwiększenie rzędu nieliniowości wykazywanej przez ten wzmacniacz
w porównaniu ze wzmacniaczem bez sprzężenia. Przeanalizowano wpływ powyższego
zjawiska na składowe harmoniczne wyższych rzędów, powstające przy pobudzeniu
wzmacniacza pojedynczym sygnałem harmonicznym. Ponadto wyprowadzono model
stowarzyszony wzmacniacza ze sprzężeniem zwrotnym. Pokazano, że wykorzystując
ten model, i tylko wtedy, można zinterpretować w sposób prawidłowy metodę obliczeń zniekształceń harmonicznych we wzmacniaczach analogowych pracujących
w zakresie tzw. małych nieliniowości, która to została zaproponowana przez Palumbo
i Pennisi w jednym z ich ostatnio opublikowanych artykułów.
Słowa kluczowe:

analiza zniekształceń harmonicznych, układy i systemy analogowe pracujące w zakresie tzw. małych nieliniowości, sprzężenie
zwrotne, wpływ sprzężenia zwrotnego na składowe harmoniczne
wyższych rzędów, szereg Volterry
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METODA REDUKCJI NADMIAROWOŚCI W STRUMIENIU
DANYCH SEKWENCJI OBRAZÓW
Streszczenie
Sekwencje obrazów zawierają w sposób naturalny dużo strukturalnych powiązań (korelacji), co wiąże się ze znaczną nadmiarowością zawartych w nich informacji.
Dla szybkiego przetwarzania i transmisji danych cyfrowych o takich sekwencjach
konieczna jest redukcja w nich tych zbytecznych nadmiarowości. W artykule została
zaproponowana i dogłębnie przebadana metoda służąca temu celowi. Jest ona, jak
pokazano, efektywna. Od strony teoretycznej bazuje na zaproponowanych ulepszeniach, w wielu aspektach, technik dotychczas stosowanych.
Słowa kluczowe:

metody redukcji nadmiarowości w strumieniu danych sekwencji
obrazów
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Summary: This paper reports on an attempt to implement a real-time hardware
H.264 video decoder. The initial results of the project are presented: a customized
RISC core and some digital modules, both of which have been implemented in Xilinx FPGA. The former has to serve as a host processor that supervises the latter,
which speed up the essential decoding subtasks. The system is designed and tested
using a software decoder and diagnostic tools, which are implemented in Java using
the object-oriented paradigm. Our experiences allow us to recommend the combination of FPGA and Java technologies as a good basis for rapid prototyping of advanced DSP algorithms.
Keywords: H.264 decoder, Plasma RISC, Xilinx FPGA, Java

1. INTRODUCTION
H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding: MPEG-4 Part 10) is the state-of-art standard video codec, which is recommended by both ITU-T and ISO/IEC [3, 6, 8, 15].
Designed to be flexible and network-friendly, it is expected to dominate the market of
multimedia devices and services in the near future. The most notable areas where H.264
is used are the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), Bluray Disc, 3GPP mobile communication, and video streaming over the Internet.
The main advantages of H.264 over its predecessors, especially over MPEG-2
Video (H.262), are adaptability to various applications and better bandwidth usage.
They have been achieved at the price of higher computational complexity and greater
memory requirements. Although the main principles of hybrid video coding are still
used, the subalgorithms: transform, prediction, motion compensation, as well as entropy
coding have been revised and given new options, which improve effectiveness but
decrease efficiency. Significant modifications of both bitstream format and decoding
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process limit reusing of existing software and hardware, so that new infrastructure
needs to be created. Since 2003, when the first version of the standard had been published, many H.264-related products have been issued, like encoding engines, decoder
chips, software players, and bitstream analyzers. However, there are still reasons for
developing new solutions, because the existing ones often do not follow standard’s nuances or recent extensions, or have deficiencies related to speed or power consumption.
As working in this field is interesting from both engineering and commercial
points of view, the authors have undertaken the task of developing a real-time hardware
H.264 decoder. Its novel architecture has to be not only computationally efficient but
also flexible from the design point of view. Namely, its modularization and reconfigurability should guarantee that:
i)
future extensions of the standard can easily be incorporated into the system without entirely redesigning it,
ii) speed can be traded off for resource consumption,
iii) customized and optimized digital circuits can be synthesized which satisfy particular application requirements without wasting resources.
An additional decision was to widely use free-of-charge and open-source development
tools in order to keep investments small and to be able to customize the toolset in accordance with needs.
Because so far our team mainly specialized in speech processing, see e.g. [1] or
[11], in order to gain experience, we have split work between two directions. One is to
develop from scratch a reliable object-oriented model of the decoder and to implement
it in software. The second one is to design hardware modules using the resulting code
as a foundation for FPGA development and using the developed software to generate
data for functional verification. In order to achieve high productivity, the Java platform
has been used in object-oriented development. In addition to preventing errors that are
common in C programming, it was expected to facilitate building a consistent development toolset adjusted to our needs.
The paper presents the initial results of the project, which are related to both software and hardware, and justifies main design decision the authors made. After characterizing H.264 briefly, we describe our software decoder core, applications based on it,
and the corresponding hardware architecture. The Plasma-NTLab processor is then
presented, which has been developed for the purpose of supervising the prototype platform, including the decoding pipeline. Finally, FPGA designs of some modules that
speed up the decoding algorithm are shown. In particular, the transform unit is compared with a known solution, in order to show that our methodology brings benefits.

2. H.264 VIDEO CODEC
The general scheme of the H.264 codec is shown in Fig. 1. Like the older standards, it is a hybrid algorithm that uses transform coding as well as motioncompensated predictive coding to remove both spatial and temporal redundancy of
video signals. Better flexibility and compression efficiency have been achieved by only
improving subalgorithms [8, 19]. Both fine-grained partitioning of macroblocks into
smaller units and quarter-pixel accuracy allow motion estimation/compensation to be
more effective. Estimation precision is further improved by employing an in-loop de-
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blocking filter which removes the blocking artifact before using a frame for prediction.
Temporal redundancy can be better reduced by allowing multiple (up to 16) reference
frames to be used and by making bidirectional prediction possible, in which future
frames can be referenced in addition to past ones. Removing spatial dependencies
among pixels via a decorrelating transform is enhanced by multi-mode intra prediction
of a block using adjacent fragments of the same frame. Moreover, transform size can be
switched between 4×4 and 8×8 in order to best fit macroblock contents. Finally, more
effective methods of entropy coding have been developed: Context-based Adaptive
Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) and Context-Adaptive Variable Length Coding
(CAVLC) [15]. Specific needs of studio and wireless applications have been satisfied
by incorporating Fidelity Range Extensions (FRExt) [8] and Scalable Video Coding
(SVC) [18], respectively, into the standard.
Encoders, usually equipped with a lot of switches, allow for customizing output
bitstreams in order to best suit a particular usage of the codec. This has been rationalized by defining several H.264 profiles, which correspond to various trade-offs among
quality, bitrate, and computational requirements. Owing to these advanced techniques
and high flexibility, H.264 offers even two times better compression efficiency than
MPEG-2 Video and is much better suited to contemporary applications. However, decoding might require even four times more operations, even though in the new standard,
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) has been replaced with efficient multiplierless
approximations.
Because of its complexity and little connection to previous standards, implementing H.264 is not trivial, especially if a small and energy-efficient device is required to
operate in real time. Thus, there is a great interest in novel solutions in this field.
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3. SOFTWARE PROTOTYPE
Our review of the existing support for implementing H.264 has shown that a lot of
information is accessible but they are distributed among books, papers, web pages, see
[3-8, 12, 13, 15-19]. Moreover, they usually are not conveyed readily, so that there are
no reliable implementation patterns and ready-to-use high-quality source code. Especially, the standard document and the reference software are very unclear and very
difficult to understand even for experienced developers. Thus we decided to design
from-the-scratch a software H.264 decoder that does not necessarily work with realtime performance but forms a nice, well-documented foundation for developing and
testing hardware modules.
Such objectives have motivated us to employ the Java platform instead of the C or
C++ languages, which are commonly used for implementing DSP algorithms [9]. The
former is undoubtedly slower but greatly increases productivity and code quality [10].
Its strict type-control prevents many errors that can easily be made when using C, some
other bugs become trivial to detect, and finally, the language helps programmers with
object-oriented design. Moreover, there is no need for combining different open-source
tools/libraries or for relaying on platform-dependent commercial products. The standard
Java packages provide all that is necessary for creating advanced GUI- and networkbased applications, which work on both Windows and Linux. A rich set of
OS-independent development tools can be downloaded as a single bundle, including the
sophisticated RAD development environment, NetBeans, and JavaDoc, a simple means
for generating well-organized documentation from code comments.
The simplified UML class diagram of our object-oriented model of the H.264 decoder is shown in Fig. 2. It comprises about 60 classes, which represent data and subprocesses related to decoding. They have been designed in such a way that it is easy to
identify objects and methods with hardware modules, registers, or state changes. For
most of classes, it is possible to strictly determine the number of instances. Knowing the
latter allows objects to be preallocated as static fields and to exist continuously during
program execution. This significantly reduces computational load related to memory
management and garbage collection. It seems that using this technique is crucial for
developing a Java-based H.264 decoder that works in real time. Another conclusion,
which does not directly result from the standard document, is that most of operations
can be performed without explicit integer multiplications. The latter can widely be replaced with binary shifts, possibly supplemented with additions. As to data types,
16 bits (including sign) seem sufficient to store variables related to decoding, but in
some cases, auxiliary results need 32 bits. Internal variables of decoding pipelines do
not occupy much memory. Quantization tables and sample buffers for transform and
prediction purposes take up the most space yet it seems possible to incorporate them
into a chip. The main problem is in storing reference frames for inter-prediction, which
requires large out-of-chip memory. Some of known decoders require encoders to limit
the number of reference frames depending on both video resolution and accessible
storage space, and we will probably employ this approach in our chip.
Even though the software decoder is currently developed only in order to help engineers with implementing a hardware analogue, it can become a stand-alone project.
Our results suggest that for low resolution videos, real-time performance can be
achieved on current PCs even without rewriting the code in the C language.
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Fig. 2. Simplified UML class diagram of the Java-based H.264 decoder
Rys. 2. Uproszczony diagram UML klas dekodera H.264 zaimplementowanego w Javie

4. DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS
The software decoder is the foundation of our platform-independent diagnostic
tool. Being written in Java, the program works in any operating system equipped with
the JVM, especially on Linux. It allows for interactively testing the decoder against
errors and for preparing data for functional verification of digital modules. This is possible via two main functionalities, which are GUI-controlled using the windows of Fig.
3. Firstly, H.264 bitstreams can be analyzed and restructured, in order to identify and
extract input data that cause the decoder to fail. Secondly, the correctness of the decoding of a single frame can be examined both visually and by following the dataflow step
by step. The latter is based on a quite advanced reporting mechanism, which collects
data in a synthetic form, so that they can be both displayed on screen and exported to
verification tools. The mechanism has been designed in a way that allows it to be easily
incorporated into the decoder, without refactoring and messing up the essential code.
Similar commercial tools are accessible, e.g. H264Visa [2], but they are quite expensive, work only on Windows, and it is impossible to customize them as desired.
Especially, access to the internals of the decoding pipeline is limited, and the data inspected via GUI cannot be efficiently translated to a form suitable for verification. Both
drawbacks are addressed in our application. Also, filters are to be developed that allow
interesting information to be quickly extracted. Another functionality under development is automatic detection and extraction of erroneously decoded frames of long bit-
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streams. Nevertheless, in most cases, interactive testing the program supports is sufficient.
Side-effects of our work are several applications that demonstrate H.264 decoding
subalgorithms. For example, Fig. 4 shows the main window of our tool that allows
users to interactively study different modes of accessing image samples.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3. Diagnostic tool: (a) stream analysis window and frame analysis window for
(b) intra- and (c) inter-coding
Rys. 3. Narzędzie diagnostyczne: (a) okno analizy strumienia i okno analizy klatki
kodowanej w trybie (b) „intra” i (c) „inter”
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Fig. 4. Tool for demonstrating PAFF and MBAFF modes of image sample access
Rys. 4. Narzędzie do demonstracji trybów PAFF i MBAFF dostępu do próbek obrazu
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5. DECODER ARCHITECTURE
Based on the software, we have designed the hardware architecture of Fig. 5. One
its part is a host CPU with a USB controller and general-purpose memory. The second
one is a H.264 decoding pipeline with dedicated memory for video frames. Except the
memories, all circuits have been implemented on a single FPGA chip. After reaching
a mature state, the design is expected to be translated to the ASIC technology.
The Virtex-4 ML 401 Evaluation Platform was used in our experiments. It is powered by the Xilinx XC4VLX25 FPGA device and equipped with industry-standard
peripherals, interfaces, and connectors like DB15 VGA and USB. The main clock
source is a 100 MHz oscillator. The memory resources comprise 64 MB DDR SDRAM,
1 MB ZBT SRAM, 32 MB Compact Flash, 8 MB Flash, 4 kb IIC EEPROM, and 32 Mb
Platform Flash. They are connected to the FPGA chip via 32-bit data buses. The main
DDR SDRAM runs up to 266 MHz data rate.
Such a configuration is expected to be able to decode videos of resolutions from
320 × 240 to 720 × 576 at the rate of 30 frames per second. Both Baseline and Main
H.264 profiles have to be supported.
The decoder has been made programmatically reconfigurable. Most of its modules
have microprogrammable control units. The host processor is responsible for loading
up-to-date microprograms before starting a decoding job. In our architecture, decoding
modules are cascaded so that they form a pipeline, in addition to being connected to the
system bus. The latter is used only to initialize and roughly control block states. Data
related to decoding are passed from module to module via dedicated FIFO-buffered
connections between them, which are also responsible for interblock synchronization.
This is expected to greatly improve concurrency. Firstly, it helps with avoiding bottlenecks caused by sharing one bus by many devices. Secondly, a connection can be made
wide enough to pass an entire 4 × 4 or 8 × 8 block of samples at once, which allows
them to be processed in parallel. This is especially the case of transform and prediction.
The current prototype has only one pipeline which is switched between luminance and
chrominance processing. A future approach we consider is to have three separate pipelines, which allows decoding to be totally parallelized but requires a lot of FPGA resources.

6. PLASMA-NTLAB PROCESSOR
The host processor we use is a customized version of the Plasma CPU [14]. The
latter is a simple RISC processor accessible as a VHDL project (about 4000 lines of
source code + documentation), and thus can be customized and used as a part of advanced SOPC solutions. Moreover, it is free for commercial use, even though its features are sufficient for a wide range of applications, especially for DSP-related ones.
Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the processor. The 32-bit address bus allows the
core to handle large memory. Excessive accesses to the latter can be avoided by wise
use of 32 32-bit general-purpose registers. Two additional special-purpose registers for
storing the results of both integer multiplication and division allow the ALU to fully
support fixed-point arithmetic. At the VHDL level, it is possible to select between bigand little-endian byte-ordering. A number of peripherals are also accessible: UART,
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address
address_next
byte_we
byte_we_next
data_r
data_w

Interrupt Controller, Interrupt Timer, SRAM Controller, Flash Controller, DDR
SDRAM Controller, and Ethernet MAC. The instruction set is compatible with the
MIPS I architecture, e.g. with the MIPS R2000 CPU. From another point of view, it is
equivalent to the user-mode subset of the MIPS32 instructions, except nonaligned data
access and exceptions. The two-stage command pipeline can be extended to three
stages.
The Plasma core is not very resource consuming. If Xilinx Spartan-3 XC3S1000 is
the target platform, it takes up 1604 slices (20% of chip area) and can operate at the
maximum clock of 32–33 MHz. For Xilinx Virtex-4 XC4VLX25, it takes up 1588
slices (14% chip area), whereas the maximum clock is 64–67 MHz.
The original Plasma has been customized in order to match the memory organization and I/O interfaces the development board provides. Especially, a USB controller
has been added, which allows for communication between the system and a PC workstation. The testing environment runs on the latter, which allows for sending a video
stream to the prototype decoder and for verifying the output. This required the system
to be extended in such a way that the CPU can control and monitor stages of the decoding pipeline. The resulting microprocessor architecture has been called the PlasmaNTLab CPU.
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Rys. 6. Diagram blokowy mikroprocesora Plasma
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7. FPGA DESIGN OF DECODING MODULES
For those parts of the software decoder for which code had been frozen after thorough tests, the corresponding digital circuits have been developed in FPGA. These are
the NALU (Network Abstraction Layer Unit) detector, bitstream parser, including the
VLC (Variable Length Coding) decoder, and residual transform unit. Their schemes are
shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively.
The first module is responsible for determining NALU boundaries in a input bitstream and for extracting the contents units carry. The contents form a higher-level
bitstream, which is analyzed by the parameter parser in order to decode syntax elements. The related operations require only iterating binary shifts and comparisons,
which seems simple, but takes many cycles of a general-purpose CPU. In order to relieve the latter, only a fraction of the FPGA chip area needs to be sacrificed. Namely,
the NALU detector of Fig. 7 uses only 70 of 21504 Slice Flip-Flops and 174 of 21504
LUTs that XC4VLX25 contains.
A much more complex part of the decoder is the transform unit of Fig. 9, which
computes approximations of 2-dimensional DCTs. It needs quite large memory buffers
for storing two 16 × 16 arrays of integers: one of input data and one of auxiliary/output
values. The 4 × 4 version of our transform unit can be compared with that of [5], where
detailed information of a H.264 implementation in FPGA is given. Two variants of the
circuit are considered therein, which we have also realized in our architecture. In the
first, calculations on vectors are performed element by element, in order to conserve
chip area. In the second, an entire inner product of 4-element vectors is computed at
once, which requires replicated arithmetic blocks to work in parallel. The synthesis
results of Tables 1 and 2 show that our preliminary designs are comparable to those by
others, or even slightly better in terms of chip area utilization. This proves that our
software prototype well accomplishes its task. It allows hardware engineers to quickly understand what is expected and to construct digital circuits of good quality, i.e. high performance is achieved at low resource utilization. The inter- and intra-prediction units are under
development. Finishing them will allow a first version of the decoder to be assembled.
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Table 1. Evaluation of single-stage residual transform
Tabela 1. Ocena jednostopniowej implementacji transformacji rezyduum
Parameter
FPGA chip
Wordlength
Slice Flip-Flop
LUT
Slice
Max. clock [MHz]

Authors’ realization
XC4VLX25-12
16
37
111
93
200

[5]
XC2VP7
16
65
*
103
150

Table 2. Evaluation of parallel residual transform
Tabela 2. Ocena równoległej implementacji transformacji rezyduum
Parameter
FPGA chip
Wordlength
Slice Flip-Flop
LUT
Slice
Max. critical delay [ns]

Authors’ realization
XC4VLX25-12
16
1008
512
9.7

[5]
XC2VP7
16
257
*
644
9.3

8. CONCLUSION
Using Java routines as a basis for FPGA development turns out to be a good methodology for implementing such an advanced DSP algorithm as the H.264 decoder. Clear and
well-documented code has allowed hardware specialists both to design a flexible modularized architecture of the real-time system and to rapidly prototype digital circuits that speed
up decoding subtasks. The advantage of high productivity is accompanied by good quality
of FPGA designs, which can compete with the solutions by others, in terms of throughput
and resource utilization. Additionally, without the necessity of looking for other tools, the
Java platform has allowed us to develop in parallel a multi-platform GUI-based diagnostic
application for test and verification purposes. On the other hand, the simple Plasma RISC
core, which is publicly available as a VHDL source code, has served as a foundation for
developing a customized host processor for controlling the hardware decoding pipeline.
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UŻYCIE FPGA I JAVA DO SZYBKIEGO PROTOTYPOWANIA
DEKODERA H.264/AVC
DZIAŁAJĄCEGO W CZASIE RZECZYWISTYM
Streszczenie
W pracy przedstawiono raport z próby implementacji działającego w czasie rzeczywistym
sprzętowego dekodera wideo standardu H.264. Zaprezentowano wstępne wyniki projektu: jądro
RISC i wybrane moduły cyfrowe zaimplementowane z użyciem Xilinx FPGA. Jądro ma służyć jako
nadrzędny procesor sterujący pozostałymi obwodami dekodera, które przyśpieszają podstawowe
etapy dekodowania. System jest projektowany i testowany w oparciu o dekoder programowy i narzędzia diagnostyczne, które są implementowane obiektowo w Javie. Uzyskane rezultaty pozwalają
autorom rekomendować połączenie FPGA i Java jako dobrą podstawę do szybkiego prototypowania
zaawansowanych algorytmów DSP.
Słowa kluczowe: dekoder H.264, Plasma RISC, Xilinx FPGA, Java
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PARALLEL 4X4 TRANSFORM ON BIT – SERIAL SHARED
MEMORY ARCHITECTURE FOR H.264/AVC
Grzegorz Rubin
Department of Computer Science
Bialystok University of Technology
Bialystok, Poland
gregor@wi.pb.edu.pl
Summary. The aim of this paper is to present an implementation and simulation of
parallel 4x4 transform on bit-serial shared memory architecture for H.264/AVC.
Compared with the existing parallel implementations, the proposed architecture
reduces interconnection resources of physical elements of FPGA device. The results of simulation show that the transform can be realized in real–time on bit–
serial arithmetic. The paper concludes with a summary.
Keywords: FPGA, shared memory, video coding

1. INTRODUCTION
H.264/AVC is the latest standard of video coding for applications used in mobile
devices. There are few known ways of its implementations [1, 2, 3]. Reduction of power
consumption or increasing an image quality and real-time processing are the main goals
for portable multimedia devices. Therefore, H.264/AVC can be used for video coding in
wireless video applications if such requirements will be fulfilled.
Long-range bit-parallel data links provide high data rates at the cost of large chip
area, routing difficulty, noise and power [4]. Additionally, such links are often utilized
only a small portion of the time, but dissipate leakage power at all times. Parallel link
performance is bounded by available clock rate and by clock skew, delay uncertainty
due to process variations, cross-talk noise, and layout geometries. There is an alternative to bit-parallel interconnects, mitigating the issues of area and leakage power, when
bit-serial few wires are used. However, to provide the same throughput as an N-bit
parallel interconnect, the serial link must operate N times faster. For bit-serial implementation, H.264/AVC has relatively higher complexity than other video standards,
which might result in increase of power consumption and difficulty of real-time processing.
In this paper, a new parallel 4x4 transform architecture based on bit-serial shared
memory architecture is proposed to improve processing rate for H.264/AVC and reduce
power consumption. This paper is organized as follows. H.264 transform algorithms are
described in section 2. The new architecture and scheduling method by special toolbox
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are presented in section 3. Simulation and implementation results are shown in section
4. Finally, conclusion is given in section 5.

2. 2-D INTEGER TRANSFORM IN H.264
The H.264/AVC standard is known as: ISOMPEG4 Part 10, ITU-T H.264, and the
Advanced Video Coding (AVC)[5]. This paper discusses the Residual Transform (RT)
block, although the standard specifies a complete decoder. Both, the encoder and the
decoder use this block, and perform a transform on a macro block level. The transform
block in H.264/AVC is one of the key components and there are several aspects of its
design that are considered[1]. First, the transform is orthogonal, separable, low gain,
and has a strong decorrelating performance. Second, the transforms are performed in
integer arithmetic, because floating point arithmetic is harder to implement in hardware.
Third, the transform block is designed to reduce the memory access and computation
overhead. There are three different transforms used in H.264/AVC, one for 4x4 DC
luma coefficients, another for 2x2 chroma DC coefficients and a third for all other 4x4
residual data [3]. It has been shown through complexity analysis [4] that the 4x4 residual data transform takes up majority of computation, therefore it will be used as an
example in this paper. However, the proposed architecture can be used to implement
other transforms. The ability of adapting proposed designs to incorporate other calculations will be discussed. The authors of H.264/AVC start with a well known two dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). This transform can be represented by:
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Where E is matrix scaling factors and the symbol ⊗ indicates that each element of
CXCT is multiplied by the scaling factor in the same position in matrix E. Values a and
b are the same as listed in (1) and d=c/b.
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More simply implementation of the transform can be done, when we modify constants like this:
1
2
1
a = ,b =
,d =
2
5
2
Therefore final forward transform becomes:

(

Y = CXC

T

)

 1 1
1
1
1



2
1
1
2
−

 [ X ]1
⊗ E = 


1
 1 − 1 − 1 1 

 1 − 2 2 −1

1


 2
a
2
1
1    ab
 
1 − 1 − 2   2
⊗
− 1 − 1 2    a 2


− 2 1 − 1   
 ab
 2

ab
2
b2
4
ab
2
b2
4

a2
ab
2
a

2

ab
2

ab 
2

b2 
4
ab 
2 
b2 
4 

(3)

CXCT part is the core of transform and can be carried out with integer arithmetic
using only additions, subtractions and shifts. The last operation ⊗ E requires multiplication, which can be done into the quantization process.
Several hardware design methods for the implementation of the 2-D integer transform have been developed in recent years. In this paper an architecture which performs
one dimensional transform on a column of input data by a matrix multiplication architecture was used [2] as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 1 and formula (4) show 1-D transform
and that operation needs to be performed four times along the vertical dimension and
four times along the horizontal dimension on X. Each of these eight 1-D column/row
transforms requires four adders and four subtractors. In the paper [3] with this novel
architecture it is possible to perform the whole DCT in one cycle, where the cycle duration is close to a carry propagation through a 64–bit adder. The large amount of hardware used is the drawback of this design, which totals 32 16–bit adders and 32 16–bit
subtractors. This amount of hardware can be reduced by introducing various pipeline
splits. An addition of a register stage in the middle of the combinational. This papers
based on given in figure 2 transform what is detailed in[3], but hardware implementation uses shared memory architecture approach. Moreover, proposed approach uses bitserial arithmetic and synchronous calculations.
x0' = ( x0 + x3 ) + ( x1 + x2 ) ,
x1' = ( x0 − x3 ) ⋅ 2 + ( x1 − x2 ) ,
x2' = ( x0 + x3 ) − ( x1 + x2 ) ,
x3' = ( x0 − x3 ) + ( x1 − x2 ) ⋅ 2,

(4)
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Fig. 1. 1-D transform
Rys. 1. Przekształcenie 1-wymiarowe

Y = CXC T

Fig. 2. Parallel 2-D transform
Rys. 2. Równoległe przekształcenie 2-wymiarowe
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3. PROPOSED BIT-SERIAL ARCHITECTURE
In the following subsections two usages of hardware architectures of the transform
block are presented. The first set of designs is concentrated on unit of bit-serial shared
memory architecture, and the second set of designs concentrate on parallel usage of bit–
serial blocks. In addition, the description of the two approaches could be useful for
designing other area and timing optimized designs.
3.1. SHARED MEMORY ARCHITECTURE
Shared-memory architecture approach (SMA) is detailed in [6]. Figure 3 shows
proposition of that architecture. The idea is very simple. In order to simultaneously
provide the PEs (Processing Elements) with input data, the shared memory is partitioned into blocks. PEs usually perform simple memoryless mapping of the input values
to a single output values. Using a rotating access scheme, each processor gets access to
the memories once per N (N – number of PE’s) cycles. During this time, processor
either writes or reads data from memory. All processors have the same duration time
slot to access to the memories and access conflict is completely avoided. Examples of
usage and algorithm implementations can be found in [7]. Presented paper presents
some modifications of architecture. Separate input and output registers were replaced by
registers with input/output interface. There is possible to save result of serial calculation
into free cells of input registers during shifting data into processing elements. The second modification is 16–bit width of data extension.

Fig. 3. Shared Memory Architecture unit
Rys. 3. Jednostka Architektury o współdzielonej pamięci
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3.2. PARALLEL FORM OF SMA

One SMA unit can calculate the algorithm witch depends on “CU vector” bus state. Implementation of integer residual transform on one SMA requires additions and
multiplications. Because of multiplier value on bit-serial arithmetic shifting can be replaced against multiplication. For each block of the 2-D 4x4 integer transform the same
calculations has to be done. Therefore, we can repeat the same operations eight times on
the same SMA unit or take parallel connection form of few identical SMA blocs with
the same dynamic instructions of scheduling (Fig.4). Note that, to save input pins in
physical device we must share input lines for data and control vectors. The input data
are coming in 16-bit parallel form step by step, but calculations in 16-bit serial form.
H.264/AVC supports 8-bit residual pixel data, but it is likely that this will be extended
in the future [2]. The time period between two next data depends on bit-serial calculations. Proposed approach of calculations takes 879 steps for one block. During that we
can use input pins for data of next 4x4 block, but we can’t use input of control vector.
Otherwise the control vector is the same for each block, but if we want to use it for
parallel calculations, delay by few steps should be applied according to proper input
data. One of possibilities based on additional instruction register for every SMA block.
Then delayed input of control vector can be applied and the additional set of data calculated.

Fig. 4. Two parallel SMA units in the same operating mode
Rys. 4. Dwie równoległe jednostki SMA w jednakowym trybie pracy

We can use set of SMA blocks, but note that, the number of blocks can’t exceed resources of physical device and steps of calculation of the first SMA unit. Figure 5
shows proposition of three SMA connected architecture.
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Fig. 5. Three parallel SMA units in the same operating mode with sharing input/
output pins
Rys. 5. Trzy równoległe jednostki SMA w jednakowym trybie pracy ze współdzielonymi pinami wejścia/wyjścia

3.3. SMA TOOLBOX FOR CONTROL UNIT
For fast and efficient scheduling of SMA elements an application was designed.
Using that tool the designer can very quickly generate control unit vectors for any algorithm realized on proposed SMA architecture. That’s very helpful during simulation
process, because of width of 46-bit vector. It’s a big probability of setting wrong values
into the control vectors witch enables and runs elements of SMA architecture, especially
in bit serial arithmetic. Proposed architecture was designed that it’s possible to run every part inside the SMA in any time period, therefore the user decide of proper scheduling of algorithm realization. Such architectures are dynamic reconfigurable, so modification of control vector can change scheduling of SMA unit and another algorithm can
be realized without any physical changes. The interface of SMA toolbox is presented
on figure 6. Upper right corner consist scheme of used architecture for scheduling. Chosing „operation“ IN or OUT the left side boxes are enabled or disabled, then DATA IN
or DATA OUT options are available to set. There is also possibility to load or save the
results of scheduling.
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Fig. 6. SMA compiler interface
Rys. 6. Interfejs kompilatora SMA

Proposed SMA compiler is very simple at this time. There are two ways of programming required control vectors – by setting each step using buttons and checkboxes
or writing by text in RTL notation. Then just clicking “Generate control vector” in the
control vectors window we can see expected set of bits. For example input two set of
data, add them together and put it out, RTL notation is as follow:
IN
ADD
OUT

IN_L=>RL1.1
RL1.1,RR1.1
RL1.1=>OUT_L

IN_R=>RR1.1
RR1.1=>OUT_R

and control vector listed bellow:
prog(0) <= "0000000011111100111111000000000000000000000000";
--IN
IN_L=>RL1.1
IN_R=>RR1.1
prog(1) <= "1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000";
--ADD
RL1.1, RR1.1
prog(2) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(3) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(4) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(5) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(6) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(7) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(8) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(9) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
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prog(10) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(11) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(12) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(13) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(14) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(15) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(16) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(17) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(18) <= "0010000001000001010000010000000000000000000000";
prog(19) <= "0000000011111101111111010000000000000000000000";
--OUT RL1.1=>OUT_L RR1.1=>OUT_R

Given example shows that we have strict rules of Processing Elements usage. They
can work together at the same time or one do nothing. That limitations are only because
of application and SMA architecture can do independent operations, but scheduling
must be done manually.
3.4. CONTROL VECTORS FOR 4-POINT 2-D TRANSFORM
For proper work of any algorithm, set of control vectors are required. Using SMA
compiler it’s possible to generate set of bit vectors for 4-point 2-D transform presented in
Figure 2. The SMA unit is able to calculate arithmetic operations such as adding, subtracting, multiply and negation. Additionally it can store some temporary results of any calculation using two separate memory blocks. Therefore SMA unit can by applied for any
algorithm using proper control vectors. Because of paper space only the RTL notation for
input data and first part of calculations for residual transform is given bellow:
- read input data
IN IN_L=>RL1.1 IN_R=>RR1.1
- save input data into RAM L and R - address 0
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 0 RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 0
- read input data
IN IN_L=>RL1.1 IN_R=>RR1.1
- save input data into RAM L and R - address 1
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 1 RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 1
- read input data
IN IN_L=>RL1.1 IN_R=>RR1.1
- save input data into RAM L and R - address 2
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 2 RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 2
- read input data
IN IN_L=>RL1.1 IN_R=>RR1.1
- save input data into RAM L and R - address 3
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 3 RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 3
- read input data
IN IN_L=>RL1.1 IN_R=>RR1.1
- save input data into RAM L and R - address 4
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 4 RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 4
- read input data
IN IN_L=>RL1.1 IN_R=>RR1.1
- save input data into RAM L and R - address 5
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 5 RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 5
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- read input data
IN IN_L=>RL1.1 IN_R=>RR1.1
- save input data into RAM L and R - address 6
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 6 RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 6
- read input data
IN IN_L=>RL1.1 IN_R=>RR1.1
- save input data into RAM L and R - address 7
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 7 RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 7
- the first 1-D transform
IN RAM_L CELL 0=>RL1.1 RAM_R CELL 0=>RR1.1
IN RAM_L CELL 0=>RL1.2 RAM_R CELL 0=>RR1.2
ADD RL1.1,RR1.1 SUB RL1.2,RR1.2
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 8
OUT RL1.2=>RAM_L CELL 9
IN RAM_L CELL 1=>RL1.1 RAM_R CELL
IN RAM_L CELL 1=>RL1.2 RAM_R CELL
ADD RL1.1,RR1.1 SUB RL1.2,RR1.2
OUT RR1.1=>RAM_R CELL 8
OUT RR1.2=>RAM_R CELL 9
IN RAM_L CELL 8=>RL1.1 RAM_R CELL
IN RAM_L CELL 8=>RL1.2 RAM_R CELL
ADD RL1.1,RR1.1 SUB RL1.2,RR1.2
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 10
OUT RL1.2=>RAM_L CELL 11
IN RAM_L CELL 9=>RL1.1 RAM_R CELL
SHL (MUL*2) RL1.1
IN RAM_L CELL 9=>RL1.2 RAM_R CELL
SHL (MUL*2) RL1.2
ADD RL1.1,RR1.1SUB RL1.2,RR1.2
OUT RL1.1=>RAM_L CELL 12
OUT RL1.2=>RAM_L CELL 13

1=>RR1.1
1=>RR1.2

8=>RR1.1
8=>RR1.2

9=>RR1.1
9=>RR1.2

Presented transformation uses 8 identical programmed operations (1-D residual
transform), only memory addresses for temporary data differs. One operations takes 113
synchronous steps for 16-bit serial arithmetic. In this paper proposed approach uses one
SMA unit for one 4x4 set of data and calculates coefficient during 879 synchronous
steps. As was written previously for the test, two parallel connected SMA units were
used in Xilinx ISE simulator. Both have the same control vector and separate input/output pins, so the units work together for two sets of data simultaneous. Proposed
SMA units can be connected in cascade or parallel form and number of units is limited
only by physical programmable device. Such approach allows for better scheduling of
algorithm, for example simulated transformation can be calculated by eight SMA units
for one 4x4 block. According to Figure 2, firstly compute 4 of 1-D transformation in
parallel form, secondly next 4 computation. Then the result will be after 226 steps. Flexible scheduling allows for many combinations of calculations.
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3.5. SCHEDULING USING PETRI NETS
Scheduling of parallel processes can be done based on Petri Nets theory. There are
few know examples of that approach [8, 9, 10]. For proposed approach based on shared
memory architecture an application was desing. Presented environment allows on
graphical designing and simulation of algorithms step by step. Formal analysis, possibility of hierarchical designing and simulation are allowed too. That is useful for error
correction by simulation of each part of designed algorithms. As the result of simulation
of presented graph on figure 7 corresponding to SMA unit for bit-serial calculations we
have control vectors for FPGA device. It works similar to previous toolbox described in
section 3.3.

Fig. 7. Petri Net for SMA unit
Rys. 7. Sieć Petriego przedstawiająca jednostkę SMA

Proposed approach allows for deadlock prevention in parallel processes. Every
transition corresponds to enable signal in physical device. Figure 8 presents piece of
simulation result. Two processing elements works together but PE1 is delayed by two
steps. Moreover there is possibility to design hierarchical structure of the net. Every
transition and place can be design as the subnet. Simulation of hierarchical structure is
also possible. The control vectors of simulation result can be written as a text file, then
control vectors can be loaded to Xilinx simulator for FPGA device simulation. Such
approach allows for better scheduling because of running every elements of architecture
as fast as it’s possible, when proper data are ready for processing.
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Fig. 8. Piece of simulation of Petri Net for SMA unit

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATIONS RESULTS
The transformations were synthesized with Xilinx Project Navigator 10.1 for
Virtex II xc2v3000. Top design is schematic (Fig. 9) and realized according with proposition on Fig. 4. Two blocks of data:
1 6 11
2 7 12
X1 = 
5 10 15

3 8 13

16 
17 
20

18 

 255
224
X2 = 
224

224

226
225
225
225

225
225
226
225

226
226
226

228

were set as input in Xilinx ISE Simulator and the result was purchased:
 164 − 140
− 28
0
Y1 = 
 − 12
0

16
0


0 − 20
0
0 
0
0 

0
0 

3605 − 18 1 − 9
 −1
15 − 3 0 
Y1 = 
 3
0
3 − 5


2
5
−
4 5
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The “controlUnit” block gets control vectors from the text file which was generated by
SMA compiler, reads line by line and puts the 46-bit vector into “C_Signal” of “arch”
units. There is only one main clock signal for SMA architecture.

Fig. 9. Parallel form of SMA units
Rys. 9. Połączenie równoległe jednostek SMA

Simulation results shows that SMA units works as were programmed. Figures
10,11 shows start and the end of simulation process.

Fig. 10. Begin of simulation process
Rys. 10. Początek procesu symulacji
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Fig. 11. End part of simulation process
Rys. 11. Końcowy fragment procesu symulacji
Table 1. Device utilization summary
Tabela 1. Podsumowanie wykorzystania zasobów układu
Number of Slices:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:
Number of bonded IOBs:
Number of 4 BUFGMUXs:

1243 out of
578 out of
2192 out of
173 out of
1 out of

14336
28672
28672
684
16

8%
2%
7%
25%
6%

The same results of simulations using control vectors from SMA toolbox and Petri
Nets approach are the same, but the second case allows for clock steps reduction. For
better comparison of effectiveness for parallel processing, more tests will be done in
the future work.

5. SUMMARY
In this paper, a new parallel 4x4 transform architecture based on bit-serial shared
memory architecture was shown to improve processing rate for H.264/AVC and reduce
power consumption. Reducing the power consumption is achieved by bit-serial communications as an alternative to bit-parallel interconnects. Simulations results of proposed
SMA approach shows that calculations for one 4x4 set of data can be done in 879 steps
of one SMA unit. Real time processing of FPGA device working with 100 MHz frequency, with implemented SMA unit can calculate 113705 of 4x4 blocks with 16-bit
data. For video frame size 176x144 (3G standard) we have 1584 of 4x4 blocks. One
SMA unit can calculate transformation with speed about 71 fps, so for 30 fps we can
lower the clock rate to 50MHz. Applying proposed SMA approach for higher resolutions we need more SMA units connected in parallel form. For example 640x480
frames for 30 fps residual transform requires device of 100 MHz clock rate and 5 SMA
units connected in parallel form.
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RÓWNOLEGŁE PRZEKSZTAŁCENIE 4X4 NA BITOWO-SZEREGOWEJ
ARCHITEKTURZE O WSPÓŁDZIELONEJ PAMIĘCI
DO ZASTOSOWAŃ H.264/AVC
Streszczenie
Praca zawiera opis implementacji oraz symulacji równoległego przekształcenia 4x4 stosowanego w H.264/AVC, bazując na bitowo-szeregowej architekturze
o współdzielonej pamięci. W porównaniu z istniejącymi rozwiązaniami implementacji równoległej, proponowana architektura obliczeniowa redukuje liczbę linii
połączeń wewnętrznych fizycznego układu FPGA. Zawiera ona również wyniki
symulacji, pokazujące możliwość wykonywania przekształcenia w czasie rzeczywistym, przy zastosowaniu arytmetyki szeregowej.
Słowa kluczowe: FPGA, pamięć współdzielona, kodowanie wideo
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ERRATA
In the paper “A short survey of recent representation results for
linear system maps” by Irwin W. Sandberg, published in issue 9,
two typographical errors occurred. They should be corrected as
follows:
1. In footnote 5, the name Sobelov should be replaced with Sobolev.
2. In the third line above (2) “is in some respects” should replace
“is some respects”.

